
ESSAY ON WHY PEOPLE IMMIGRATE TO CANADA

Free Essay: Immigration is of great economic and social benefit to Canada. Some people come to Canada and have a
history of hate towards an ethnic group.

Music Jamaicans are renowned musicians. Turning on the TV; every single day we can see different types of
news regard this theme. Peter S. A person who is a refugee in Canada is therefore required to renew his or her
citizenship, after the expiry of the one given. Jamaicans alone comprised of  Only  This fact has therefore
stirred individuals from developing nations towards the struggle of obtaining visas for the Canadian state
Herbert Grubel,  Further, with Canada being a multicultural country, people all over the world are attracted
since there are minimal chances of racial segregation among other forms of discrimination. This made the
Canadian immigration department rank Jamaica tenth by the year Krosenbrink-Gelissen, 
Krosenbrink-Gelissen, L. Families This community practiced extended-nuclear relations that are well-known
in most cities in North America. This would probably mean that they would live on welfare if they do not get
the degree. This provision made it easy for immigrants from other ethnic regions and Jamaica to move their
families to Canada. Investments must be in an acceptable project that is of a significant economic benefit to
the province in which it is located. Barry R. Canada's immigration policies changed drastically from being
discriminative to being fair and equal to everyone, every country and race after WWII. Most immigrants have
a degree in a profession or in a field of work that is suitable for their home countries lifestyle. Only to become
a hot topic in the US in recent years with its primary focus being illegal immigrants. This occurred from the
financial year to  Moreover, clerical duties and office work had about  The act has since been used by the
reigning government, with minor changes. Their catering places were equipped with duchy Mogocsi,  These
businesses must also contribute to Canada's economic development. When the Europeans could finally stop
depending on the Irish for food during war, the investment in Irish agricultural products reduced and the boom
was over. Peterborough, Ont. Followed by the Chinese to help build the railroads. From the mentioned
number, were from the family class, were the refugee immigrants and the remaining lot was from the
independent immigrant whose solemn purpose was to engage in economic activities within the country. The
total immigrants who were employed in Quebec were nearly  Finally, at the start of July after every twelve
months, Jamaicans normally hold fair celebrations Krosenbrink-Gelissen,  Employment ratio The ratio of
Jamaican residents in Canada by the year was  Immigration with less restrictions means that anybody can
come i The project may not include residential real estate and must contribute to the creation of employment
opportunities for Canadian citizens or permanent residents. The immigrants can be said to have migrated to
the country willingly after the impact of the war. Illegal immigration is when people enter a country without
government permission. Jamaicans in Quebec An immigration report released by the Montreal ministry of
foreign affairs indicated that Jamaica immigrants lived in Quebec in  This essay on The History of Jamaicans
Immigration to Canada was written and submitted by user Juliana Weber to help you with your own studies.
This ranges from the offer of primary education all the way to tertiary level of education. And along with the
point system, the new immigration policies made after WWII also was a major step toward eliminating the
discrimination in Canada. Whenever there is peace in any country, people from areas which are prone to
political turmoil tend to move in search of refuge. Investors and entrepreneurs are people who have the ability
and intent to operate commercial ventures, which will create or maintain jobs for Canadians. The smaller
percentage of 0. The history proved that the United States was the dream land, the place of chances. Patois
was used for communication purposes amid Jamaicans slaves to avoid being understood by slave dealers. A
smaller proportion of about 7. In conclusion, individuals from developing countries are attracted and propelled
to migrate to Canada in search of education, employment, refuge among other vital things.


